Brunhild, Queen of the Aesir
Brunhild is tall, powerful and charismatic. She is a very
strong woman both physically and characterially.
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I have to atone for my sin and show Odin that I'm still worthy. My mission is
to bring the artifact to his temple.
Honour and responsability are my upbringing: I'm responsible for the people
that accompany me in this mission and should protect them from harm
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Take the artifact
Protect the other Heroes from harm
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COSMIC AURA

COSMIC VITALITY
COSMIC STRENGTH
COSMIC REFLEXES

COSMIC SENSES

☑ IMBUED IMMORTALITY. You can die only if your body is destroyed
or you are beheaded. Spend 1 KA or a Critical Die to use your COSMIC
VITALITY to recover a physical Consequence.
☑ BATTLE AXE. Increase your MOON NUMBER by 1 to increase
WEAPONS MASTER for a melee attack.
☑ CHARISMATIC CHAMPION. Add a D8 to your leadership and social
rolls
☑ COSMIC WRATH. Increase your MOON NUMBER by 1 for a roll to
make an AREA ATTACK with one of your Powers against up to three
targets: add a D8 and hit all of them with your Success Die.
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☑ FIND WEAKNESSES. When you roll FIGHTING INSTINCT to create
Scene Traits about enemy fighting weaknesses, add a D8 and
increase your Success Level by 1.
DARK TALENTS:
☑ CHAMPION OF HIGHER POWERS. Gain 1 KA and add a D8 to the
Shadow when you are required to do something for the entity that
gave you your powers, or try to thwart it. Gain 2 KA and turn off ALL
your IMBUED Powers when the entity is angry at you.
☑ SENSE OF HONOR. Gain 1 KA when you or a friend get in trouble
because of your Honor.
☑ RECKLESS. Gain 1 KA when you roll to perform a reckless action,
but both your “1” and “2” become YIN.
☑ HERALD OF WAR. Gain 1 KA and add a D8 to the Shadow when you
bring destruction, grief or pain.

Imbued Battle Axe of Ices (counts as D8 against fire and
fire-based creatures).
Crown of the Queen of Iceland

Spear

Brunhild is the immortal Queen of the Aesir and Herald of
Odin. She was imbued by him with Cosmic energy and
superhuman powers.
However, she angered Odin when she failed to protect a
sacred artifact from being stolen from his Temple.
To atone for this sin, she made a vow to Odin to bring an even
more powerful artifact to the Temple, whatever it will cost to
her or her battle mates. The Sword seems a suitable
candidate

